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On the plane  
 
I watch the Bad Moms 2 preview  
without sound  
on the cellphone  
of a young boy in front of me  
and get teary 
 
I order the Tapas box  
from the lady I don’t like  
and dip small crackers into the bruschetta  
like a machine 
 
I am the fanciest person on the plane  
because of the Tapas  
and the bravest because I went to the bathroom during a time the captain said don’t move  
and the lady I don’t like disapproved  
and I said  
I_’m 34! 
quietly  
to the bathroom mirror  
and gauged from the quaint floral design on the walls  
that I was in a pretty old plane 
 
I read the Paulina & Fran screenplay 
which Gabrielle didn’t love 
and Monique said “had promise” 
and I kept writing the margins 
“this is really great, just saying” dot dot dot 
and these little smiley faces that weren’t smiling that hard 
 
I kept listening to the same eleven songs in the same order  
sometimes skipping the Toni Braxton song  
sometimes touching the girl next to me by mistake  
not sure if she hated me  
not sure if she caught a glimpse of the exciting words on my papers  
but hoping she did 
 
and the less feminine girl across the aisle was wasting her time with a  
beautiful Marble Madness-like iPhone game but has a great future and 
knows who she is 
and the boy next to her, her friend, really hit it off with the middle-aged  
woman next to him and had to talk to her the whole flight  



but me and him would have hit it off harder 
and we even shared two real smiles  
and he gave me the thumbs up 
and I took off my headphones and said “what?” 
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